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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a generative probabilistic model for in-
strument timbre dedicated to computer aided orchestration. We de-
fine the orchestration problem as the search of instruments sounds
combinations that sound close to a given target. A system that
addresses this problem must know a large variety of instruments
sounds in order to be able to explore the timbre space of an orches-
tra. The proposed method is based on gaussian mixture modeling
of signal descriptors and on a division of the learning problems that
allows to learn many different instrument sounds with few training
data, and to deduce the models of sounds that are not in the training
set but that are known to be possible.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades many attention has been drawn to sym-
bolic aspects of computer aided composition but the timbral as-
pect of the composition, orchestration, has stayed relatively un-
explored. Orchestration is the art of selecting and arranging in-
strument sounds to obtain a given timbre for a musical intention.
The computer aided orchestration (CAO) task we focus on here is
the following one : given a target timbre, specified by a recorded
sound, find a mixture of instrument sounds that sounds close to the
target. The instrument timbre knowledge must be extracted from
sound samples databases. This can be seen as a transcription prob-
lem where the goal is to find an instrument combination that best
reconstruct the target timbre and not the target signal and where the
transcription must not only specify the instruments that are playing
and their pitches but also the way the instrument is played. Indeed,
a player can use a wide variety of techniques to alter the sound of
its instrument, such as tremolo for strings or flatterzunge for winds,
he can also add different mutes that produce different timbres. As
a result, a CAO system must be able to learn and generalize all
those possibilities from sounds samples databases to propose com-
plex and interesting orchestration solutions. In this paper we will
only address the aspects of computer aided orchestration related
to instruments timbre description and learning. A promising so-
lution, used in transcription and source separation ([1], [2]), is to
model timbre descriptors with probability distributions. Standard
methods rely on a modelization of the sound whose parameters are
learned on a sample database. They achieve good results but to our
knowledge such methods have never been used to learn and recog-
nize a large set of playing techniques. On the other hand, a method
dedicated to instrumental gesture extraction from the signal has
been developped in [3], it can accuratly predict the plucking posi-
tion on a guitar. The method is based on the knowledge of phys-
ical mechanisms taking place on the instrument. In our context,
describing the physical properties of all the intruments would be a

long and hard task, therefore we propose a more generic method
based on probabilistic modeling of generic timbre descriptors. For
probabilistic methods to be efficient, ie. to have good generaliza-
tion abilties, they must be trained on large sets of sound examples.
Obtaining many samples of all the possible sounds of each instru-
ment is complicated. In this paper we propose a method that, first
allows to learn many different instrument sounds with relatively
few samples, and also enable the deduction of the model of play-
ing techniques that are not contained in the training database. The
method is based on gaussian mixture modeling of signal descrip-
tors and on a factorization of the model that allows to separate the
problem into smaller tractable problems. We decribe the model in
section 2. The training method is explained in section 3. Finally an
evaluation of the method based on classification tasks is proposed
in section 4.

2. INTRUMENT TIMBRE MODEL

2.1. Description

We model the timbre of an instrument by the probability distribu-
tion f((dj)|f0, e, S) of the sound descriptors (dj) given the con-
tinuous variables f0, the fundamental frequency, and e, the energy,
and a set of discrete state variables S = (sk). S includes the instru-
ment, the mute and the playing technique. The playing technique
is described by several state variables. For instance, for a violin,
there can be a variable specifying if it is bowed or plucked, an-
other one defining the bow position (normal, on the fingerboard or
on the bridge) and a last one telling if it is played with or without
vibrato. The distribution is approximated by a Mixture Of Gaus-
sians (GMM):

f((dj)|f0, e, S) = GMM((dj); M, (ωm), (µm), (Σm))

=
MX

m=1

ωmN ((dj); µm,Σm) (1)

Where M is the number of components, ωm, µm and Σm are,
respectively, the weight, mean and covariance matrix of the mth
component. To learn the distribution parameters, it is necessary to
have many samples in the training set which is almost impossible
with the above formulation. We propose two ways of transforming
the model to make the training possible.

2.2. Grouping pitches and dynamics

Since the different descriptors of an instrument do not vary with
pitch and dynamic or are simply correlated with those variables,
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Figure 1: Mean of the 3 gaussians of the Bb clarinet model for
the descriptor “Normalized energy of the harmonics”. The legend
correspond to the mean of the fundamental frequency descriptor
for each gaussian.

we learn the parameters of the following distibution:

f((dj), f0, e|S) =
MX

m=1

ωmN ((dj); µ̄m, Σ̄m) (2)

This means that all the different pitches and dynamics are de-
scribed by only one model, and then that the training set of the
model is much larger.
From this distribution, we can deduce the parameters of
f((dj)|f0, e, S):

µm = µ̄d + Σ̄RΣ̄−1
f0,e(v − µ̄f0,e); (3)

Σm = Σ̄d + Σ̄RΣ̄−1
f0,eΣ̄

T
R (4)

with
v =

„
f0

e

«
µ̄m =

„
µ̄f0,e

µ̄d

«
(5)

Σ̄m =

„
Σ̄f0,e Σ̄R

Σ̄T
R Σ̄d

«
(6)

where µ̄f0,e and Σ̄f0,e are the mean and covariance matrix of
f0 and e, µ̄d and Σ̄d are the mean and covariance matrtix of the de-
scriptors (dj), Σ̄R contains the covariances between the elements
of (f0, e) and the corresponding elements of (dj) and T represent
the matrix transposition operator.
Figure 1 shows a probability density function obtained with the
above method with the descriptor “energy of the harmonics nor-
malized by the global energy”. It is learned on four of the five
sample databases described in section 4.2. We see that each gaus-
sian is centered on a different fundamental frequency (see legend),
thus models a different register of the instrument. For clarity pur-
pose we plot only the standard deviations of one component, the
other components have similar standard deviations.

2.3. Dividing the problem

2.3.1. A factorization of the distribution

As a second transformation, we propose the following factoriza-
tion of the probability density function (pdf):

f((dj), f0, e|S) =
Y
k

f((dj), f0, e|sk) (7)

Using this factorization allows to learn each terms indepen-
dently and later perform the aggregation. In other words, we learn
a model for each state variable value separately and deduce the
model of a specific combination of those values by multiplying the
pdfs. It can be seen as a supervised Mixture of Experts [4] where
each state variable is an expert giving an opinion on the distribu-
tion of the descriptors.

2.3.2. Providing instrumentation knowledge

The above factorization allows to find the model of any state vari-
able combination, even if it does not exist in the training set. But,
in another hand, it can generate the model of impossible combina-
tions. A flute cannot play “on the fingerboard”, or a violin cannot
use a wawa mute. It is therefore necessary to introduce external
instrumental knowledge in the system. We propose a structuration
of the possible values of the state variables (sk). A state variable
is defined by a set of values and a set of dependencies. The depen-
dencies are the necessary values of other variables for this variable
to make sense. For instance, the variable “bowPosition” can take
the values “normal”, “on the bridge” and “on the fingerboard” and
this variable makes sense only if “family” is set to “string” and
“rightHand” is set to “bow”. This structure allows to generate only
the possible combinations of playing techniques, instruments and
mutes.

3. LEARNING BY CLASSIFICATION

3.1. Subproblem definition and training

Each state variable define a classification problem (we will call it a
subproblem) that will be the basis for learning instrument models.
A state variable sk defines the subproblem Pk. Each value of sk

define a class whose model is

Msk = GMM(M (sk), (ω(sk)
m ), (µ(sk)

m ), (Σ(sk)
m )) (8)

For instance, the variable “vibrato” defines two classes “with vi-
bato” and “without vibrato” and then two different models.
The learning of the model parameters is a two stage process. First,
since the different state variables does not have an effect on all
the descriptors we can reduce the dimension of the subproblem by
selecting the descriptors that show significant variation between
classes. we use a simple criterion based on mutual information
between state variable values and descriptors. All the descriptors
whose mutual information exceed a certain threshold are selected.
We call Dk the descriptor set of Pk and M′

sk
the model based

on the selected descriptors. This dimension reduction forces the
learning algorithm to focus on the relevant descriptors and then
significantly improve its perfomances.
Second, the parameters ofM′

sk
are estimated by an EM algorithm.

Several estimations are performed by successively increasing the
number of gaussian components. The selected number is the one
that gives the best recognition rate in a cross database classification
task.
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3.2. Subproblems models aggregation

For a given state S = (sk) we want to deduce the modelMS of
S from the models (Msk ). Since all the pdfs are approximated by
Mixture Of Gaussians, the aggregated pdf is itself a GMM [5]:

p((dj)|S) = GMM((dj); M̂, (ω̂m), (µ̂m), (Σ̂m)) (9)

µ̂m = Σm

0
@X

sk∈S

Σ(sk)−1
msk

µ(sk)
msk

1
A (10)

Σ̂m =

 
SX

s=1

Σ(sk)−1
msk

!−1

(11)

ω̂m =
SY

s=1

ω(sk)
msk

(12)

Wherem = [ms1 ...msk ] determines a particular component
of MS and msk specifies the component from (M′

sk
), which

means that each resulting component is the product of subprob-
lems components, and hence, that the effective number of com-
ponents, M̂ , in the aggregated model is the number of possible
combinations of components from each subproblem model,

M̂ =
SY

s=1

M (sk) (13)

Since we have selected the relevant descriptors for each sub-
problem, we have to aggregate models that do not rely on the same
dimensions. To do this, we create a “virtual model” describing the
union of all the descriptors. To simplify the notations, we explain
the method by an example with two models. LetM′

1 andM′
2 be

two classes models that we want to combine. LetD′
1 = (Dc, D1)

and D′
2 = (Dc, D2) be the descriptor sets of the models. Dc is

the subset of descriptors common to D′
1 and D′

2. We create two
modelsM1 andM2 that describesD12 = (Dc, D1, D2) with the
following parameters :

µ1 =

0
@ µ′

1

µ′
c,1

0

1
A µ2 =

0
@ 0

µ′
c,2

µ′
2

1
A (14)

Σ1 =

0
@Σ′

1 0 0
0 Σ′

c,1 0
0 0 σ2I

1
A Σ2 =

0
@σ2I 0 0

0 Σ′
c,2 0

0 0 Σ′
2

1
A (15)

Then applying aggregation equations to those parameters and
making σ tends to ∞, we find the parameters of the aggregated
model M12. Making σ tend to ∞ may be considered as mak-
ing the underlying dimension non-informative. In other words we
make explicit the information that the model does not know any-
thing about some descriptors. One may notice that we cancelled
the terms of the covariances between the shared and non shared
descriptors, the only explanation is that it has shown better classi-
fication performances than keeping them.

4. EVALUATION ON CLASSIFICATION TASKS

We evaluate the proposed method on classification tasks. The goal
of those tests is not to attain the highest possible recognition rates
but to verify that the proposed method allows to learn more robust
models. Then we will always compare results obtained with and
without the factorization of the probabilty distribution.

4.1. Sound descriptors

We use signal descriptors coming either from psychoacoustic field
[6] or from the automatic classification field [7]:
- energy of the harmonics normalized by the global energy,
- global noisiness,
- frequency and amplitude of the fundamental frequency mod-
ulation,

- frequency and amplitude of the energy modulation,
- attack time,
- spectrum flatness,
- roughness.

Details on the descriptors computation can be found in [7]. We
also add two information that do not relate to timbre, the funda-
mental frequency (f0) and the energy of the signal. The f0 is ex-
tracted with [8]. The signal energy is not extracted from the signal
but guessed from the sample name. Indeed, the real energy of the
sound is not available in the database samples. However, all the
samples we have are named with a dynamic indication, such as
pp or mf. From a subset of sounds for which we know that the
relative dynamics are realistic, we extracted the mean energy of
each dynamics. Those values are used as standard values for the
remaining of the samples.

4.2. Sound databases

We use five sound sample databases RWC, IOWA, Studio On Line,
Vienna Symphonic Library and Virtual Orchestra. Some of them
contain only the normal playing technique of each instrument, while
others contain many techniques. We have, therefore, bowed strings
with or without mute and two different mutes. They are played vi-
brato, non vibrato, tremolo, on the bridge and on the fingerboard.
Woodwinds are played with and without vibrato, aeolian (breathy
sound) and flatterzunge. Finally, brasses are played with 4 differ-
ent mutes and flatterzunge.

4.3. results

First we evaluate the overall performance of the GMM modeling
by performing a classification task on the family of the sounds
(string, woodwind and brass). The model is trained on four databases
and tested on the fifth one, which results in 5 tests. The average
recall (recognition rate) is 77.4%. Second we test the ability to
recognize the instruments. In that case we select, for each of the 5
tests, the instruments that belong to, at least, two databases. The
recall is 57% for an average of 9 instruments. Those results are
good considering the size of the descriptor set and the very large
variety of sounds for each instruments. Now to evaluate the pro-
posed method we give 2 examples:
First we try to classify the sounds of three brass instruments (trum-
pet, horn and trombone) that are played with and without flat-
terzunge. Without the factorization, the average recall is 27%, but
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M1 M2 random

All
27/28 59/64 16

Instrument 54/59 59/64 33

Flatterzunge 49/49 95/97 50

All - 35/31 4,2

Instrument/

Bow Position
31/24 40/33 8,3

Instrument 55/53 70/75 25

Bow Position 58/44 57/42 33

Tremolo - 87/90 50

Figure 2: Results of the two tests. M1 is the method without fac-
torization, M2 is the method with factorization. “Random” is the
mean recall of a random guess. Results are presented in percent-
age in the following way : mean recall/mean precision

the interesting fact is that very few flatterzunge sounds are rec-
ognized leading to the same recall as a random guess. This can
be explained by the relatively high dimension of the problem (35)
and by the few available samples for flatterzunge sounds, resulting
in difficulty for the learning algorithm to focus on the distinctive
characteristics of flatterzunge sounds. Now, using the factoriza-
tion, the average recall becomes 59%, with 95% of the flatterzunge
sounds that are recognized as flatterzunge. By dividing the prob-
lem, we helped the system to focus on the relevant characteristics
of a problem and then to be more robust.
The second set of tests deals with strings. we use a test set contain-
ing four bowed strings (violin, viola, cello and contrabass) played
with three bow positions (on the bridge, normal, on the finger-
board) and with or without tremolo. This results in a total of 24
classes. The interesting point here is that the training set contains
only samples of tremolo sounds with normal bow position, but not
any tremolo sounds for the other positions. Therefore, We test the
ability of the method to model and recognize sound classes that are
missing in the training set. The three classification subproblems
give the following results: 70% of average recall for the instru-
ments classification, 57% for the bow position, and 87% for the
tremolo. From those results, it seems that none of the descriptors
is really appropriate to explain the different timbres resulting from
the various bow positions whereas the tremolo problem is fully de-
scribe by amplitude modulation. When performing classification
on both instrument and bow position, the factorization method give
slightly better results.Finally the results for the three variables to-
gether is 35% that has to be compared to 4.2% for a random guess.
But here, the most important fact is that we succeeded in creating
the model of sounds that were not in the training set with for in-
stance 73% of the contrabass on the fingerboard tremolo sounds
recognized.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented a generative instrument timbre model based on Gaus-
sianMixtureModel dedicated to computer aided orchestration. We
underlined the problem raised by the learning of a large set of in-
strument sounds and propose a factorization of the model probabil-
ity density function. This factorization allowed to learn instrument
playing techniques from few samples and to deduce the model of
techniques that are not in the training database but are known to be
possible by the introduction of external instrumental knowledge.
The evaluation of the method with classification tasks gave en-
couraging results. Future research will focus on the introduction
of other dimension reduction techniques such as principal compo-
nent analysis and on the extension of the descriptor set to better
describe some playing techniques.
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